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 Mondato LLC is a boutique consultancy specializing in strategic, commercial and operational 
support across the MFC ecosystem

 Our custom offerings target operators, banks, service providers, vendors, retailers, regulators, 
and agencies; we calibrate companies’ approaches to realize growth through MFC

 We cater to companies across the globe, from pre-revenue start-ups to large multi-nationals; 
we also support public sector entities, whether national, multilateral or NGO
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“Experiment and global first across 

our 300+ cities. We have worked 

hard to create a cash payment 

option that is seamless and truly 

Uber…the right environment to test 

a new payment option amongst a 

sizable and sophisticated rider and 

driver community…

Pro Tips:

• Make sure you have enough 

cash for the trip”

- Uber Blog
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Other options available, while kinks worked out for cash
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Global Trends currently receiving a lot of hype:

Mobility, rather 

than the Mobile

Wearable 

Technology

Beacons           

(BLE Technology)

Cloud-Based 

Contactless Payments

Internet of Things 

(e.g., M2M)

• Banking is one of many sectors exploring possible applications for integrating recent innovation

• Sessions yesterday covered from innovation and mobility, security, payments and wearables

• Discussion continues today with digital commerce and associated security considerations
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FinTech sector is heating up, deal financing has taken off
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FinTech Investments up strongly, with the United 

States making up the largest share by value

Source: CB Insights

• Two-fifths of deals were first-round investments, 

which made up 11% of value

• Biggest deals involved both old (First Data, est. 

1971) and the new (P2P lender Lending Club)

• Combined, these accounted for almost $4.5bn 

of the $12.2bn of investments in 2014

• Many initiatives also undertaken in emerging 

markets lacking access to capital markets
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Where / How it may impact the legacy bank model
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And what degree 

of fragmentation 

will result?

Interest Margin:

Success dependent of accurately assessing 

credit worthiness; customer behavioral data is 

increasingly residing with non-banks

Payments:

Threat used to be limited to payment gateways 

originating in the early days of eCommerce, but 

recently is targeting full rang of purchase points

Account & Other Fees:

Maintenance fees, overdrafts, advisory services, 

and others being eroded through automation, 

avoidance of fixed costs, or stripped down offerings 

Banks are mindful of potential 

threats from FinTech, though 

actual market share taken by 

recent entrants is still limited
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Moving from “MFS” to “MFC” and potential disruption
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Wider evolution provides context for banking applications:

• “Mobile financial services” provides alternatives to traditional cash & card payments

• “Mobile finance & commerce” refers to ecosystem-based, integrated propositions

• The latter is a convergence space potentially requiring significant cross-sector collaboration

Potential disruption varies:

Channels Disaggregation Substitutes

Delivery via new players may 

threaten customer ownership

New business models for 

discrete elements of value chain

New platforms which threaten 

entrenched hierarchies

Placement along spectrum does not necessarily speak to the comparative eloquence 

of a solution, just the extent to which it impacts the existing market structure
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• MFC involves convergence of several industries, 
and many ecosystem participants struggle with 
competencies outside of their traditional sectors

• Many still emerging business models mean the 
sector is in a phase of chaotic experimentation 

• Successful MFC initiatives have tended to enjoy 
regional success or are ancillary services

• Diversity of services within an evolving value chain
clouds transparency and introduces uncertainty

• Decision-making process is therefore complicated, 
requiring a range of sector and functional expertise

Telecom

Tech

Finance

Commerce

MFC
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Overview and themes of today’s agenda
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Digital Commerce 
Trends

Mobile Payments Security

Mobility is facilitating any-time, 

anywhere purchases; users 

demand seamless experience

Important element of 

seamlessness is embedded, 

behind-the-scenes payments 

End-user adoption of such 

apps requires trust based on 

confidence in security & privacy

• How can banks leverage their track records to be the trusted facilitators of digital commerce?

• Where can banks utilize transaction data to generate incremental revenue through big data?

• What new resources and capabilities are required? Develop, acquire, or partner?

• Which tangential spaces now become more attractive? And what threats may lurk beyond?

Strategic considerations for a converging space:


